
Glossary

Accented syllables are in bold. 
Marks and definitions are from 
http://www.merriam-webster.com.

associated (ə sō shē āt ed): Closely related 
or connected.

authorize (ȯ thə rīz): To empower, 
approve, or support.

biodiversity (bī ō dī vər sə tē): A measure 
of the differences between the types and 
numbers of living things in a natural area. 

compromise (käm prə mīz): (1) A way 
of reaching agreement in which each side 
gives up something to end an argument or 
dispute. (2) A change that makes something 
worse and that is done for a bad reason.

demographic (de mə gra fik): Physical 
characteristics of people, such as their age, 
sex, or race.

designate (de zig nāt): To choose or 
appoint; to give a name to. 

designation (de zig nā shən): The act of 
choosing or appointing; A given name. 

deviation (dē vē ā shən): An action, 
behavior, or condition that is different from 
what is usual or expected.

economy (e kə nə mē): The process or 
system by which goods and services are 
produced, sold, and bought in a country or 
region.

habitation (ha bə tā shən): The act of 
living in a place.

increment (iŋ crə mənt): One of a series of 
regular additions in value or quantity.

insight (in sīt): The ability to understand 
people or situations in a very clear way.

legacy (le gə sē): Something (such as 
property, money, or the results of an action) 
that is received from someone who has died.

manipulation (mə ni pyə lā shən): An 
action that moves or controls something by 
hand or by using a machine.

primeval (prī mē vəl): Very old or ancient.

primitive (pri mə tiv): Original. Natural 
areas with no development.

project (prə jekt): To calculate or estimate 
something for a time in the future.

random (ran dəm): Selection purely by 
chance, with every element having an equal 
chance of being selected.

refuge (re fyüj): A place that provides 
shelter or protection. 

remote (ri mōt): Far away from other 
people, houses, cities, etc.

solitude (sä lə tüd): The quality or state of 
being alone or remote from society.

untrammeled (un tra məl[d]): 
Unrestrained; free.

If you are a Project Learning Tree-
trained educator, you may also use 
the following activity as an added 
resource: “School Yard Safari.”
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